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Physical therapy versus heparin for prevention of deep venous
thrombosis
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Agarwal and Mathur1 have shown that administration of

heparin fails to improve on the low incidence of clinically

detectable deep venous thrombosis (DVT) in their acute

spinal cord injury (SCI) cohort. They suggest that physical

therapy, genetics or life style may have preempted the need

for heparin. I write to suggest that physical therapy in the

form of range of motion (ROM) to the paralyzed extremities

is the explanation. In the cited Todd study,2 in which the

prevalence of DVT was 100%, the frequency of ROM was nil

to no more than once a day. This is in contrast to the 6%

prevalence of DVT in the subsequent Frisbie3 studyFat the

same institution and using the same sensitive radioiodinated

fibrinogen leg scanning techniqueFin which ROM was

given 2–3 times a day and the addition of heparin in a

randomized group failed to further reduce the prevalence

of DVT.2

However, a problem with ROM can be raised. In a review of

the proven pulmonary embolism (PE) in our acute SCI

cohort, it was found that 5 of 19 PE events occurred during

or immediately after ROM, suggesting that ROM can release

freshly formed but loosely bound DVT (in contrast to the

tightly bound, mature DVT that is detected clinically by its

inflammatory reaction). The reduction of DVT by ROM may

come at a price. I wonder whether the authors know whether

any of the subjects they surveyed, including those excluded

on account of their death, may have sustained PE.
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